Sixteen New Degree Programs Planned
degree programs outlined in the
Master Plan.
In addition, the plan provides
for five new baccalaureate programs and two new two-year
pmgrtuns. All will be instituted
by 1970.
21 -PAGE REPORT
The college also indicated an
interest in offering three other
degrees by 1970, but recommendations on these programs has
been deferred pending completion of special studies.
Of the degrees described in

ay SCOTT MOORE
Editor
Sixteen new degree pmgrams,
including an expettimental cybernated systems M.S. degree, will
be added to the SJS curriculum
within five years.
The new degree programs are
included in the college’s Academic Master Plan approved last
week by the State College Board
of Trustees.
The cybemated systems degree to be offered beginning in
1967-68, is one of 9 new masters

*

*

the college’s 21 -page report to
the trustees, the cybernated
systems degree is perhaps the
mast significant.
"In concept and context it is
of a pioneering and experimental
nature within the California
State College System," according
to the 21, -page outline of the
planned degree.
The graduate curriculum in
cybernated systems, according
to the report, is intended to prepare individuals for better understanding
in this area of com-

plex interrelationships between
ever-advancing technology and
the social. behavioral, biotogical,
and business sciences."
Aside from its experimental
nature, the new degree differs
from most other planned programs in that some new courses
and changes in existing courses
will be necessary.
STUDENT’S PREPARATION
"Athough some of the existing
undergraduate engineering curricula provide a satisfactory

foundation, the student’s preparation can be enhanced by modification of one existing engineering curricula." the report says.
The planned curriculum is
based upon concepts from the
sciences of cybernetics, computers, and systems. All have been
developed since World War II.
The term "cybernetics" provides language and techniques
which permit attacks on problems of control and communications involving machines and
man, according to the outline.

What prompted plans to include such a curriculum in the
Master Plan?
According to the report, "the
impact of technology on the
ixditical, economic, and
moral structure of mankind is
evident from the increasing appearance and use of such terms
as "automation" and "the computer revolution."
NEW PA’rfTERNS
These, and other terms, "describe a dramatically changing

seene and rxtrtray areas of concern and challenge demanding
new educational patterns . ."
In addition, the report says
that the college’s experimental
course "Cybernation and Man"
has received recognition throughout the cotnmunity and the
nation.
The course has been recognized, the report says, "as a
significant new effort to relate
’man and machine’ or ’the two
cultures.’ "

*

New SJS Degrees
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The following is a complete list of the 16 new degrees approved
in the college’s five-year Academic Master Plan. Dates for introduction of the curriculum are in parenthesis.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAMS:
Speech Correction and Audiology, B.A.a standard degree major
throughout the U.S. and the state colleges. (1966-67)
American Studies, B.A.An interdepartmental major, drawing
from history, English, social sciences, and philosophy and fine arts.
(1969-70)
Belutstioral Sciences, B.A.An interdepartmental major developed jointly between psychology, sociology, and anthropology. (1965-66)
Anthropology, B.A.Designed to provide the student with a basic Vol. 53
11110. "
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understanding of hurnan culture and the processes of its development.
(1966-67)
Physics, B.S.This degree will better prepare students by adding
to their programs two or three courses which will cover areas of
physics used extensively in industrial and government laboratories.
(1965-66)
MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS:
Chemical Enghteering, M.S.A standard, advanced engineering
degree program. (1965-66)
Cybernated Systems, M.S.see story, above.
Industrial Engineering, M.S. and Mechanical Engineering, M.S.
Standard, advanced engineering degree programs. (1965-66)
By ROGER ALLEN
rector and executive secretary reGeography, M.A.Will serve the needs to professionally interSpartan Daily Staff Writer
spectively.
to
work
or
study
ested students who wish to prepare for independent
Three freshmen are deadlocked
Rother said Barry Brown,
for the doctorate; of credential candidates, and of graduate students.
with 386 votes each for two of Graham and Turkus and Home(1966-67)
four Student Council seats, Ellis coming Queen finalists "must" atHealth and Hygiene, M.A.Emphasis will be on the preparation
Rother, ASB Election Board chair- tend an orientation meeting at 3
comemployment
in
education
or
for
to
teach
health
of individuals
man, announced last night.
p.m. today in the College Union.
(1967-68)
agencies.
volunteer
health
or
munity
Rother said the run-off among
The ASB con.stitutiiinal amendCommunications, M.S.The intent of this degree is to permit
Barry Brown (SPUR), John
students to develop specializations within journalism, advertising and
Graham and Barry Turkus (SPUR)
public relations for which principal study must be done in other dewill take place next Wednesday
partments and subject areas. (1968-69)
and Thursday along with the
Law Enforcement, M.S.Will allow qualified individuals to
Homecoming Qtteen finals.
advance their professional careers in law enforcement and adminisWinners of the other two countration. (1967-681
cil freshman seats are Charlie
Entomology, M.S.A standard degree program in more than 90
Brown, 488 votes, and Karen Larinstitutions. Students holding this degree receive preferential considsen (SPUR), 390 votes.
ASB Pres. John Hendricks stateration by prospective employers whenever the position demands
Dick Soto was elected executive
ed yesterday he will deliver three
real entomological proficiency rather than mere ability to perform
San Jose Mercery.News Photo
director of the Freshman Assemestablished routines. (1968-69)
bly. Christy Cleary, Scotty Smith veto messagft on bills passed last
DEAD ENDActing Instructor John R. Wilson (11 discusses set
TWO YEAR Picot:RAMS:
and
Rise Krag, all of SPUR, were week to Student Council at its
designs
for
drama
department’s
production
of
"Dead
Endwith
Civil Engineering, CE.- Meets an increasing demand for proelected Freshman Assembly de- meeting today.
pictured
is
the
model
scenic
designer
Wendell
Johnson
(I).
Also
fessional training beyond the M.S. level. (1967-68)
partment director, financial diThe meeting starts at 2:45 in
used for stage plans. The play is scheduled for Friday and SatElectrical Engineering, E.E. Designed to produce highly trainer’
the College Union.
College
Theater.
the
urday
and
Oct.
27-30
in
and skitter’ engineers who possess the competence to understand,
Hendricks said he was vetoing
analyze, and solve highly technical problems. (1967-68)
a $150 allocation to the Chess
OTHER PROPOSED DEGREES:
Team, because the bill does not
The college has indicated an interest in offering degrees in aero1101111.1.0111illg Q1111.1.11 filial.
spell out specifically what the
nautics (M.S.), Nursing (M.S.) and Master of Social Work. RecomIsts xsere announced early thlm money will be used for.
mendation on these programs are deferred pending completion of
morning after a two-dity election.
He said he vetoed a legislative
special studies.
Linda Eekberg, senior. spon- directive calling for the ASB
sored by Delta Upsilon; Betty president to write to the SecreLou Isitlies,
sponsored by tary-General of the Model United
Spartan Band and Sigma (’hi; Nations, requesting the regional
lege Thentei theltestra pit into
Tickets aro available f
Lynn Nibbe, sophomore, spon- conference be held at SJS, bea facsimile of the East River. To
1-5 p.m. at the College Theater
sored hy Alpha Tau Oniega; cause "there is no need to waste
further the illusion, no stage
Box Office for the Drama DeKris Ossen, senior, sponsored by this time and money" with this
curtains will be used.
partment’s production of SidSigma Phi Epsilon, and Judy type of legislation.
The settirtg is an essential
ney Kingsley’s "Dead End."
Salberg, soph ttttt ore, sponsored
part of the social statement of
VERBAL REQUESTS
The play will run Oct. 22, 23,
by Sig lllll .lpha Epsilon were
the play, accerding to Johnson.
He added time could be saved
Martin Agron.sky, award -winning Hall. The lecture is free and open and 27 through 30 in the College
the fhe winners.
Dr. Hal J. Todd, head of the
Theater. Tickets are $1.50 for
if such requests were made vernews analyst and reporter for CBS to the college community.
Drama Department, is directbally to the ASB president. He
Agronsky was a special assign- faculty and public and 75 cents
tomorcampus
News, appears on
ing the production.
ment news commentator during for students.
row as the guest of Sigma Delta the televised 1964 Republican and
Costumes for the play have
The play’s setting is a slum
been designed by Miss Berneice
Chi, professional journalism so- Democratic conventions, the ninth area near the East River in New
Prisk, professor of drama. Miss
ciety and the ASB Forum Lec- and tenth national nomination York City. For special effect,
Donna Kersten is acting stage
ture Series.
conventions the newscaster has drama professor J. Wendell
manager and Kenneth Dorst is
The newsman will present "The covered.
Johnson. has converted the Colin charce uf lighting.
United States in a Changing
He has covered Washington and
World" at 10:30 a.m. in Concert Capitol Hill for the past 20 years.
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Freshman Election Deadlock

C. Brown, Larsen Win
mem that would have made the
now elective office of ASB executive secretary appointive failed:
721 yes, 1623 no. The amendment
requiring ASB officers to take
six units at the time of election
and during the term in office
passed, 2,355 to 188.

Hendricks To Deliver
Three Veto Messages

Television Reporter Slates
’Changing World’ Lecture

Card Burner
Bailed Out
MANCHESTER, N.H. (UPI)
A controversial New York magazine publisher flew here Tuesday
to post bail for a pacifist jailed
pending court action for allegedly
burning his draft card at a rally
protesting U.S. policy in Viet Nam.
Ralph Ginzburg, publisher of
Fact magazine, said the card burning by David 3. Miller, 22, was
-an inspiration to the youth of the
eountry to rebel against President
Johnson’s war in Viet Nam."
Miller was arrested Monday by
1131 agents in the tiny town of
Hooksett, eight miles north of
I tere.
He was accused of burning his
draft card during a New York
rally last Friday. Miller was the
irst person arrested under a law
passed in August which makes
destruction of a draft card a federal crime.
Ginzburg telephoned Hillsboro
County jail early Tuesday offering
to wire the ball money to Miller.

Agronsky won the DuPont Commentator’s Award for his coverage of the Eichmann trial in
Israel. He is also a past winner
of the National Headliners Club
Award and has served as president of the Radio and Television
Correspondents Association.
After graduating from Rutgers
University, Agmnsky worked as
a reporter for the Palestine Post,
an English -language daily in what
is now Israel. He reported the
waning days of the Spanish Civil
War for both American and British newspapers and later joined
the International News Service ,
in Paris.

Capers Present
’Progressions’
The first Cafe Capers of the
fall semester will be held at 2 p.m.
today in the Spartan Cafeteria,
according to Jim Hunt, chairman
of the Social Affairs Committee.
The Progressions, a local Jazz
and rock and roll gmup, will play
for the Capers, which are open
to all San Jose State students.
Cafe Capers are sponsored by
the Social Affairs Conunittee.

’Dead End’ To Open;
Tickets Now On Sale

City Clean-Up

The (’Ity of San Jose plans to
streets in
clean up lenves fr
midnight tothe SJS area fr
night until 8 a m. Thursday.
Dave Falk of the (’Ity Public
Works Department am ttttt need.
The leaf piek-up will be betaern Second and Seventeenth
Streets, smith of Santa Clara to
Alma St. beyond Spartan Stadium. Falk requested students
to park their ears off streets
111%01%141 in the elean-up during
the opera

Dr. Albert Porter
Reviews Erasmus
"The Complaint of Peace" written by Erasmus, Renaissance humanist, is the topic of toclay’s
Faculty Book Talk at 12:30 p.m.
in A and B of the Spartan Cafeteria.
Dr. Albert Porter, associate professor of business, is the featured
reviewer at the talk. which is free
and open to the college community.
Before joining the SJS faculty in
1955, he taught at the University
of San Francisco and Menlo College.

Queen Finalists

said he is in favor of having the
regional conference at SJS.
Hendricks said he vetoed couneil’s allocation of $25 to frame a
msolution granting Rep. Charles
A. Gubser lifetime ASB membership.
HONORARY MEMBERSHIP
He pointed out council granted
Gubser honorary ASB membership
but allocated money for a framing of the lifetime membership
grant.
Gubser is this year’s Homecoming Grand Marshal.
ASB Vice President and Student
Council Chairman, Jerry Spolter,
announced the alumni association
will show its "Fund for Excellence
in Education" film strip at today’s
council meeting.
Spoiler said the film strip is
about the growth and history of
SJS. He added that the film will
be shown during ASB President
John Hendricks’ report to counciL

Committee Offers
Free Dance Bids
For Coronation
yea] s Ouunation
Bids Im
Ball at the Santa Clara Fairgrounds are available to the student body today t.hrough Friday,
Jim Hunt, social affairs chairman,
has announced.
Students may obtain free bids
by presenting their ASH cards
to ticket representatives from 9
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. biday, tomorrow, and Friday in front of
the Spartan Bookstore and Spartan Cafeteria, according to Hunt.
The Coronation Ball, among a
New Orleans saloon-type motif,
will he held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on Friday, Oct. 29. Hunt reports
that the Social Affairs Committee
has already begun work on the
western decorations.
Mark Hutchins, chairman of the
Homeroming Co mmitt ee wilt
cmwn the queen. Miss Mary Blomquist, last year’s queen. will he
present to officially relinquish her
title.
The Dick Foy Band from San
Francisco will pla,v for the formal
ball.

PROHIBITION RETURNSTom Horn, Wednesday night Co-Rec chairman, and SJS coed
Phyllis Shidelcr, are in the mood for tonight’s
open-air dance in the PER patio between the
Men’s and Women’s Gyms. With a theme of
"Prohibition," the London Raiders, local rock

Photc, by Nick Pasiloff
and roll band, will play for the dance being held
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. The Women’s Gym will
also be open for volleyball, badminton, basketball, swimming, ping-pong, chess, checkers, and
cards.

Rabble Rousing
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Editorial Comment

Credits for Victory
’,IS’ football learn tasted sv%eet
Coelorr
for the first time Saturday
flight %siren it dumped faored Arizona
state. 21-1.I.
Much credit must be given to the
players mho did the actual head knocking in a most determined and
impress:IN e manner.
I loo%e% er. credit also must go to
the foram s.ls faros who loudly and
enthusiastically supported the team.
In contrast to the lackadaisical
%oral support at the first home game
hoo %%eel,- ago. tile pro SJS yells led
eheerleaders wore loud and crisp
elearl audible to m
pla et. on the
field.

prosed
I 11t. yr’ ran
fan support resulls in ictorie, hut
players are the first to admit that they
appreciate it.
Se% eral q u es t ions remain unanswered. Did the team perform better
because of the fan support? Or. did
the fans cheer better because of the
imprmed performance? Or. %%ros it
both?
The eause and effect relationship
is really not too important. The important fact is that the combination of a
determined team and an enthusiastic
crowd resulted in victory.
It is hoped that this winning combination preNails in future games.

Card Burning Futile
SII Pres. John I lendriels. has said
the burning of draft cards accomplishes
northing. This action tends to repel
support, rather than gain sympathy,
for the burners’ purpose. Ilendricks
tooted.
wholeheartedly with
Ilendricks’ position.
The burning is an act of defiance
and nothing else. It offers no conbtrurike alternatke. Persons wishing
e

1,

agree

to express dissatisfaction with the administration’s policy should seek to dor
so by constructive mean, Mass rallies
are demonstrations of it ublic expression. Teach -ins often can he informatie and quite thought-prmoking.
However. the burning of a draft
card does not inform, does not proNooke constructive thought. and does
little to enlighten the public. It is a
81oolly futile and riegatke action.

SJS in Retrospect
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15 VEARS AGO

Despite a decrease of 1,034 students, SJS
had the largest enrollment of any of the state
colleges. Figures showed total enrollment in
all nine state colleges totaled 30,920. SJS
enrollment was 6,207.
10 YEARS AGO

Student Body Presidents of SJS and the
University of Santa Clara met to sign a pact
ending extra-curricular activities resulting
ftom the rivalry between the two schools.
Main features of the pact were the prohibiting of kidnapping, any type of physical
abuse and defacement or destruction of property, especially burning and painting.
5 YEARS AGO

Coach Bob Titchenal was honored as
"Coach of the Week" and Fullback Johnny
Johnson was named to the "All-American
team-of-the-week," both by UPI as a result
of SJS’ upset 34-20 victory met. Stanford.

do.A5,44414
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Tactics Confuse Foreigners
the very war psychology they denounce. . . .
"It is a paradoxical situation, for it is
working not for intelligent objective analysis
of the problem, which the university community of the nation is supposed to represent, not for peace, which the demonstrators
are demanding, but in both cases for precisely the opposite."

Protest’s ’Paradox’
Worth Evaluation
Editor:
There appeared in Monday’s San Francisco Chronicle an article of considerable
significance to the nation and particularly
applicable to the college community. It was
written by James Reston, a man who needs
no introduction in political journalism.
I quote the following portions of his article
(The Paradox of Vietnam Protests) in hopes
that it may cause some of the would-be supporters of "war protest groups" to reevaluate
their position:
"When President Johnson was stubbornly
refusing to define his war aims in Vietnam
and rejecting all thought of a negotiated
settlement the student objectors had a point,
and many of us here in the Washington press
corps and the Washington political community
sOpported them. But they are now out of date.
They are making news, but they are not making sense
"What he (Canadian diplomat Blair Seaborn) finds in Hanoi, however, is a total misconception of American policy and, particularly. a powerful conviction among Communist
officials there that the anti-war demonstrations and editorials in the United States will
’force the American government to give up
the fight. . . .
"Ho Chi Minh and the other Communist
leaders in Hanoi remember that they defeated
the French in Vietnam between 1950 and
1953 at least partly because of opposition to
the Indochinese war inside France. Now they
think they see the same surge of protest
working against the American gosernment
in Washington. . . . .
"Not surprisingly, this is creating an ugly
situation in Washington. Instead of winning
allies in Congress to change the Johnson
policy, the demonstrators are encouraging

Edward L. Hodges A12791

’Weekend Debacle
Pleased Only Hanoi’
&Mort

Last weekend’s debacle was a disgrace to
our school, state and nation. The only group
happy with the results of the "Vietnam Day"
rally are the Communists in Hanoi.
In fact in a release on the international
wire services (Saturday, Oct. 16--San Jose
News) Hanoi congratulated the participants
for their effort in trying to force the U.S.
government to accept Hanoi’s terms should
the conflict ever reach the negotiation tables.
By Hanoi’s own admission, it will never
come to the negotiation table unless it can
dictate the settlement. If Hanoi did dictate
the settlement, South Viet Nam would cease
to exist!
I have been told by certain Seventh Street
orators that this would be a good thing,
since the Saigon government does not represent the common people anyway. This is
completely false.
What would be true is that if the COMmunists did gain control, the government
would represent a select hierarchy, with the
possibility of popular expression completely
removed.
With the Communists misinterpreting
the American love for peace as popular support for their aggression, it is almost criminal
to hold rallies because they will tend to
lengthen the war rather than end it.
Winans Strangh A7015
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The Wav to World Peace
Famed and eminent:. British historian Arnold J. Toynbee declared
recently that civilization has reached the point where the very con.
tinuity of the human race depends upon the formation of world
government. "If is the mutual interest of the nations to subordinate
their national sovereignty to world authorities,’ he said, "This is the
only condition on which the nations can survive in an atomic age."
In the light of world developments it is interesting to consider
the words of Jesus Christ. About two thousanri years ago the Prince
of Peace told His followers: "You will hear of wars and rumors of
wars; see that you are nof alarmed; for this must take place, but the
end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom, and there will be famines and earthquakes in various
places; all this is but the beginning of sufferings . . . " (Matthew
24:1-8).
According to the Bible, history’s darkest hour lies yet ahead, a
period of destruction and death far exceeding the toll and travail of
two world wars. From this holocaust only a few will be saved.
Those who seek to bring about peace on earth should acquaint
themselves with God’s ways and methods. for His great purpose in
present times is to call, out of a lost and dying world, a group of
people to Himself (Acts 15:13-18).
The Kingdom of God begins with changed human hearts through
personally receiving Jesus Christ as Lord. Jesus Christ, who came to
bring peace to men, also made it clear He wet on earth fo divide and
mon (Matthew 10:33-34, 25:31-46).
to sop
God’s solution to this problem of world peace is to silently and
invisibly change men’s lives by transforming them from within. Those
who meet and receive Jesus Christ have not only the peace of God
here end now, but look expectantly and confidently to the day when
His progrom for world peace has fully come.
There is only one effective way you can work for world peace and
that is by accepting God’s plans and methods. Commit your life to
Jesus Christ and become His instrument of righteousness nd His
avenue of expression in a warring world whose rebellion is basically
against God alone.

Contemporary Christians on Campus

Box 11791 Palo Alto
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By l’AT HEFFERNAN
One of my fellow reporters saw Bill
Craddock I college student -motorcycle gam:
member) while I was intemiewing
for a Spartan Daily feature last Friday
and later expressed contempt for Bill, al,
though the two had neter met. condemn.
ing him for the crimes of other gang men.
hers in other gangs.
This is not meant to he a ethicist,
of that reporter or a defense of Bill. It
a message to you who hold the sato,
philosophy expressed by the reporter, -1
person tvho doesn’t conform to my stand
anis is guilty of SIMI against my morals
whether or not he eommits them, and
not worthy of my association, even if I
haven’t met him." Sure . . . you and tht
K KK.
BORN DIFFERENT
Look, Freddy Frat and Susie S., am’
you Righteous Bearded Activist. and yoro
too, Typical College Student, don’t yoll
realize that you and all men were hot
as different as your fingerprints and you’
thoughts
Don’t you know that you have a hirth
right of individuality and the right tt
be accepted as an individual person’:
Can’t you see that you have no right It
"classify" anyone until you know him, a
an individual, no matter uhat group yot
think he belongs to?
You think being prejudiced again
those who differ front your little clicl.
doesn’t hurt anyone? Horsefeathers, it
hurts YOU. You deprive yourself of the
best and almost painless education in the
world, the education of s..eing the world
through the eyes of
different
fr
yourself.
WIIY CONFORM?
And why conform to a group anywayi
Why throw away your birthright for a
Greek pin or a NIX: button, or for securi
ty of nonentity? This goes especially fo
you Typical College Students who jtu
want to do what "everyone else is doing.’
What everyone else is doing isn’t best
It’s just common. One of Webster’s mean
ing for "common" is "%Lagar."
But if you do think it’s easier to job
the crowd and give up yottr humannes
for passing fad, don’t condemn others fo
joining other crowds, or no crowd at all
They have as much right to choose to
be human or to be "in" as you do. Ant
they are as qualified as you are to judg
what is "in." Yon know, the Judea
Christian-modern California values tha
Mammy and Daddy and the Crowd imbuet
you with are not necessarily right o
wrong. The only thing right is you, ani
the only thing urong is prejudice.

’Thrust’ Headline
’Misinterpreted’
The Spartan Daily regrets any misundet
standing caused by the ambiguity of Mor
day’s "Thrust and Parry" headline whic
read, "Mason Misinterprets Sharp Satire."
As he explained in his letter, AI
Masot
senior journalism major, contends that hi
critical writings are entirely serious in natun
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Even if Jesus Christ were nof the Son of God, but just a great
teacher, wouldn’t it be worth your while to learn more about this man
who changed the entire course of world history?
Even if fho Bible were not the inerrant, infallible, inspired Word
of God, shouldn’t you, es a well-informed collegian, be familiar with
this all-fime best seller end great work of literature?
Even if heaven and hell were mythological remnants from the
past, shouldn’t you consider the real possibility of some kind of life
after death?
Even if all religions have some truth in them, shouldn’t you con.
tider Christianity which claims to have the entire truth, the religion
whose founder said He was "the way, the truth and the life" (John
14:6)7
Evan if the Christians you know are lukewarm or hypocritical,
shouldn’t you see for yourself what they claim to know regarding a
living person, Jesus Christ?
Even if there were no God at all, wouldn’t a life based on the
teachings of Jesus Christ be the best kind of life for you and for your
fellow man?
Even if the Bible and Jesus Christ and the Christian faith seem
irrelevant today, shouldn’t you seek the reasons why millions down
through the ages have completely soldout themselves to Jesus Christ?
What if the claims of Christianity are true? What if you have
been wrong about Jesus Christ, God and the Bible? Have you
looked at the issues and the facts? A true believer in Christ pro.
claims that you need have no doubts. that you can throw all "ifs,"
"ands," and "buts" out of your life and rejoice in the certain knowledge of a personal Savior and Friend, Jesus Christ the one and only
mediator between God and man.

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto
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Free Greeks of Acacia
Seek National Charter
After nearly thcee years of
f,:ee
- Intim tit t
trat ernity
Gr,,r1.; ot A :seta
colonieett at Sig are prerti ing
final steps to attain their national charter.
Calvin Hultman, Acacia national field secretary, visited at
the Acacia house, 179 S. 13th
St., last wrok. Hultman said
that he Min pleased with the
overall Greek system at the milt:14e and voiced optimism oi the
ACI1C1i1 efforts at obtaining a
national charter.

no right

hi

111111.

:I-

group

liced

again

Primary concern of the colonbine team ts to establish charter membership in submitting
the application fur a national
charter by January.
National Acacia was founded
in 1904 at tho University of
Michigan by a group of Master
Masons. Tho organization now
includes 52 undergraduate ehapters located at state univarsities
and largtsr endowed institutions
acioss the nation.

FORSINE11. E YEARS
Forma t ion ot Acacia f ra ernit y
at SJS was first conceived in
the fall semester of 1962 by five
former DeMolay members I Mamen’s
young
sonic -sponsor ed
club), who resided at Markham
Hall.
Although the group hoped
eventually to become free
Greeks of Acacia, tney first operated as a local fraternity
known as Alpha Kappa Iota
tAKIsi until last October.

Members earned a 2.83 grade
point aerage last semester, topping the 2A4 as crage for al! men
students at SJS during tho same
time and the 2.43 in:trage
int. all S.1S fraternitles.

U.N. CELEBRATION
Thursday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m.
Cafeteria Room A
DR. DWIGHT W. ALLEN
PROFESSOR of EDUCATION
at Stanford to speak
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Walk in dim% for
lIofbrau Style Food - Nlnderate Prices
Roast Eastern Reef

1.741

egarding

Virginia Baked Ilam
Kosher Style Corned Reef

1.50

led on the

Roast Tem turkey ..........

nd for your

Chseago St)Ie Pastrami

1.50
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...
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- COMSINATION PLATES Any 2 meats

$1.75
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TONI BILLARS

sen1,a music major Betty Lou
Milthes is one of the two Band Aides leaders. She is 21 years old,
htts dal k-brmn hair, green -blue
colored eyes and stands 5-foot 7.
A formet head majorette at
Sacrament a City Colloge, she has
reigned-as homecoming queen at
that college and is presently a
ranrlirfate tor SJS homecoming
queen ?Dom.-ore:I by the SJS
rent, Wag bawl a.rul Sigma Chi
"I love to dance and
ith thE band," Miss
te prituln,
Maim
whEn asked way
tc join the Band..
1,1.
Aides. "Tho band has many outOandinz musicians and s.haws
IT’01’
dike, spiiit and ability
than any artier band I’ve per termed with in the past."

A newcomer to the 13antlAides this year is Toni Billars,
1.9-year-old sophomore home economies major from the San Jose
area. Her dancing experience includes five years of performing
ballet and tap dancing during
her earlier school years. Miss
Billars has a long list of interests and hobbies: dancing, tennis,
fencing. swimming, singing, modeling, water and snow skiing,
and horseback riding. She plans
to become a fashion designer
upon completion of her education at SJS, which boosts an
academic record of a 2.88 grade
nnint average

Secretarial Group
To Honor Rushees
At Afternoon Tea

,
I
,’
;

Chi Sigma Epsilon, SJS Secretarial Honor Society, will hold
its fall rush tea Sunday, 2 to 4
p.m., at the home of Jeanne

STS students are invited to
hear a talk about "The Status
of Women in Jou’ nalism" by
Marilyn Benz, a ,;..icluate student cf the University of California at Berkeley. tonight at
7:30 in J208.
The SJS chaptec ct Theta Sigma Phi, ratimal professional
fraternity foi wnmen in journalism, is sponsoring Miss Benz’s
appearance.
MiSF Benz’s speech will concern the career opportunities
available for women at various
Bay Area publications and is
based on research she had done
for a master’s thesis at UC,
Berkeley. She was nmareled her
master of journalism degree in
,1 une.
The speakei has had ’extensive
experience with prcfessional publications. She Ims. been employed
as an editctial assistant far Sil%or-Burdett Co., Publishers, in
New Jersey; conventicn reporter
California Newspaper Pub-hers Association: free-lance
,ticnal and state election reter for Associated Press in
Francisco; and editorial
staff feature writer for the
Athenian monthly magazine.
Miss Jackie Zimmerman, recent graduate and former member of the college’s chapter of
Theta Sigma Phi, has also been
ot ited to tonight’s meeting.
Miss Zimmerman is visiting
-1S from the New York office
Itilademoiselle Magazine to
interview candidates here for the
Imhtleation’s marketing program
,f College Board Competition.

Csongradi,

society
president,
1995 Colleen Dr., Los Altos.
The rushees include Cindy

Conrad,

Jane

Hassel.

Joanne

Hilgendorf,

Gardner,

Irene

Hickey,

Judy

Barbara

Hitching,

Agnes Nagatoishi, Carol Olson,
Tarla Owens, Nancy Rolfe, Roselyn Sapt, Mrs. Susan Racette,
Diane Van Ever, and Mrs. Susan Weiner.
Advisers for the society are
Mrs. Yvonne Anderson, assistant
professor of secretarial administration, and Kenneth Coffin,
chairman of the Secretarial Administration Department.
Fall semester activities include a doughnut sale, business
tour and Christmas party.

Regular students of the Monterey Institute will serve as
hosts for the planned tour and
reception. Purpose of the trip
is to observe classes as instruct ion of the Russian language are
given at the school.
The trip to be taken by club
members follows the Russian
Clut’s recent "Zakuska" event
held Saturday, Oct. 2, at the
Mercury Club in San Francisco
"Zakuska," a four-course Russian dinner, was given by the
Harbin Commercial School
Alumni Association to raise
funds for the support of their
former alumni members in foreign countries throughout the
world and to help in bringing
them to the U.S.
S.IS ADVISER
Francis Pann, SJS assistant
professor of sforeign languages,
is adviser of the Russian Club,
which was founded here in the
spring semester of 1962.
Today there are 27 students
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RENT
44,
14511"a".’

1-11-hetls.Mid-heeks
Flats . Wedgies
We hive yoer size

Typewriters

’

20,

as little as

AAAAA to It
81/2 to 12
$9.95 to
$24.95

PER DAY
TRY OUR RENT TO OWN
PLAN-HUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

’ charge accounts
open thurs. ’tit 9

joie,s4k

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
Next to Calif. Book Store

,30

SAN ANTONIO
CY2.5090
Downtown San Jou

Special

PANTS 50’

dry cleaned and pressed

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and I Ith Sts.

BEAU TIES I
ENNANESIENTS
Vicki Glanville, graduate student at Stanford Research Institute became engaged to David
Toyer, senior chemistry major
from Mountain View. They plan
to marry Dec. 18.
Sherry Muckenthaler, junior
real estate major from Fullerton, and Richard Drayton, senior
art major from Woodland Hills,
have revealed their betrothal
Couple plan to wed Ir Juno

I/1

Min

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL -

REMINGTON

Jypettliieri
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Fs,. 1900

- ENT RENTAL
3 MONTHS .
$18.00 rental eppr,e, to
if y 0 1
- EASY
*

1

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

293.6383

24 So. 2nd St.

COLORFAST
Like most other American
fabrics, the mass-pmduced
American versions of "bleeding"
Indian madtas are colored with
List dyes and, therefore, are unlikely to fade noticeably even
after a long series of washings.

"Redi-Room"
Dancing

Nightly

Featuring,

"The Originals"
"The Regimentals"
Sunday Session
Starting at 4 p.m.
4340 Moorpark at Saratoga
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BETTY LOU MATHES

Theta Sig’s Invite
Students to Hear
Guest Speaker

dillerent

thright

imiltitir 1 it,

MONTEREY HOST

The original organization was
built on principlits of Masmry
and was to be motivated by
high scholarship.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Russian Ciub Wili Visit
Foreign Studies Institute
lgemtrerv and gue4ts
SJS Russian Club yd.! visit the
Monterey Institute of Foreign
Language S t u dies Saturday.
Those attending the act ivity
will leave the SJS campus at
9 Saturday morning.
Non-members who wish to
participate in the club’s field
trip may do so by first contacting Miss Tamara }Whin; at
2984721.

CHARTER APPLICATION
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At 3 meals

Slab of nutty Swiss cheese

82.00

DON’
fight it.

Get Eaton’s Corrisable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don’t show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton’s Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100 -sheet packets and 500 sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

.35

,

orders include (+nice a Barbecued Bran-.

only 10.00 a month
For the young man on the move ...a chance to move into great savings on the bestlooking natural shoulder wardrobe anywhere! All the quality clothes you need for
campus or weekend dating in one perfectly co-ordinated package:
Value
$ 72.50
39.50
23.50
23.50
Total Value 5159.00
Rams Head Special War dr obe Pr ice 129.00
YOU SAVE $ 30.00

YOUR CHOICE of any fine Sharkskin or Worsted SUIT at
YOUR CHOICE of any Shetland SPORT COAT or BLAZER at
YOUR CHOICE of any two pairs of fine Worsted Plain Front Slacks .

,,

4’1/ t

Visit the Gaslite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasirg. Rooms from $85 Per Month.

Locaiad in the Sainte Cla’re Hotel

GRODINS TRADITIONAL
MANY-WAYS WARDROBE

E

or Maearinti, Bread and Butter

SAN CARLOS of MARKET STS.

GREATGOING...for campus or business!

EATON’S CORRALSADLE
TYPEWRITER PAPER

CY 5-2626
Only Eat,

Fil,tkt.,

Corrasable.

EATON PAPtii CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

" GRODI

the store that knows mens wardrobes best
VALLEY FAIR

-SHOP

MON. THROUGH FRI.

TIL 9:30

SAN ANTONIO CENTER - SHOP MON., WED., THURS., F-RI.

P.M.

’TIL 9:30

P.M.

Wednesda:,.., Ottoher 20, 1963
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!n Concert Hall

Marni Nixon Sings Saturday
Hall, Saturday at 8:15 p
Music aatnority Sol Babitz
said, "Miss Nixon possesses a
true Baroqu2 voice." She has
a IOU. for the Weal works of
Mozart. Brahms, Schumann and
also tne difficult Bach antl
Renaissance music.
In opera, Miss Nixon believes
the true meeting of the art of
acting, singing and performing,
is combined. She also feeIs

Tickets are available at the
Student Business Ai’fairs Odice
for the concert by Miss Marni
Nixon, soprano. Tickets are free
to students and faculty ant
81.50 for. public.
Miss Nixon’s recital is the second in the ASH Spartan Programs Committee sponsored "Invitation to the Arts" series.
Miss Nixon, who has perfect
pitch, will perform in Concert
....4.004......10104,0

$

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
AUTO INSURANCE?
New Low Rotes
If 21 or Over

$
$
$
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in the "Lum ’n
Miner" I-. e. sett.- Sne nas
had niane mit.; since.
In the Teventieth Centaiy Fox
productien cf "The King and l’’
MiSA
Nixan sang for ELthorah
Kerr. lier liee exas dubbed in
again for Miss Kerr in the Fox
picture "An Affair to Rememter." 51i -is Nixon’s voices is
heard in "My Fair Lady" and
se: she sings for Natalie Wood in
t "W..t S,:le Story "
Igor Sitatinsky, noted com
f,
pc -er. tecs Miss Nixon in many
pet-Unman:es of his composii$1 lions. Sne has recorded vocal
; works by Stiavinsky, Shoen.:: berg and Webern.
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John C. Vierhus
377-1704

Please bring this ad
1645 South Bascom Ave., Campbell

English Leather
Old Spice
Yardley
Roger Gallet
Max Factor
Revlon
Royal Regiment

Jade East

ALL

AVAILABLE

10th & William

MARNI NIXON
. . Satu-day concert

AT

a)/171,6er.

CY 2-5502

’Gold Diggers’
Runs Twice Today
t i.tit
t’
The third nets le
Programs Centinittoe-A-V Sett.ieS
Stt
iee sports:tied Classie Film
1)e
shan’t tiiiiity at 3:30
lAr ill
and 7 p.m. in Ti155.
The film, "Gold 1)i.ereis of
1933," is an arehtype of the
one:hal of the 19:10’s.
’nerdinator of the (lassie
Film Scales is liallin E. Buckaion, prefessor of speech.
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Two men are needed for acting
rules in "The Dybhuk," the seewet p lortion of the SJS Drama
Deptirtiaent.
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Gus Lease Show
Holds Auditions
For Accompanist

QUITE A LINE.
DON’T YOU THINK?

Tickets Now
Hc-ilf-Priced
For Concerts

Two Men
Are Needed
For Dybbuk

otter’ lor 1 111 ;mist te till a vacancy in the
:
c I ease Show, a profest Meal group which retitned from a tour of
t
vamps in the Far
l’ast ’the eretip is directed by
tie
(’ 1.ease. professor of
s,,
-Al. -We play the
iti
;
te Music from Beatles to opetei . . we try to please
Those interested are asked to
eery oct Dr. Lease, SJS ext. 2363.
The Litelp is ;damning to tour
again in 1966. They play for
cote or2anizattons and service
et "ups.

tickets a t otailable
Wc-loeul iy teding San
t
Francisea S,ymphony Orchestra
concerts. Student tickets are
Ie. at 53 per cent
mad,t
rexitietica, leuzn tile Sad Jose
State FJrum Repres,nytives.
!nt.nested students siity ohtalc. tickets from Glenn Norrish
in M1C8.
OrSan Francisco Symph
chestra will pert Atm in the War
Mem tiial Lipora House in San
concects
Framaseo. Ali
te et nclacted by Maestrd Josef
Krips
Guest aitists this season inclutle Juhn Browning, Claudio
Issac Steen and Igor
,t

Jose Merci,.,-News Photo
Ker !!oc6: p.ays "d_3d

[CAC r:ND--Judy Lorg Flays Drir,
d Lld" Tommy.

’End’ Opens Friday
Tiekei- are available from
1-5 p.m. in the College Theater
Box Office, Speech and Drama
Building, for the SJS Department of Drama’s first production
of the season, "Dead End."
"Dead End" opens Friday
night at 8:1li in the College
Theater. It will -run Friday and
Saturday and be repeated
Wednesday, Oct. 27, through
Saturday, Oct. 30.
"Dead End" portiays the lit-,
of nocple feiced to lit: in t
seethir2 sium tencialcas r
s." k
the East River in \
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:.IVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK

F11::.11,

FEATURING:
The Shadygrove Singers
Wed., Fri. and Sun.
The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
Jazz with vocalist
Jim Lewis Mon.

S OP 1.1.
DOTI’ 10,5
ART
IN THE ATTIC
PRINT SALE

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
En1ertainment
starts of 9 p.m.

11111M1111=k
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SALE

PutellornYloo1
PURE WOOLAUTOMATIC
WASH &DRY!

I=ILJ lq/ 17744.11
America’s classic pullover!
Luxurious 2 ply 100%
lambswool. Washes and
dries in automatic machines. Smart Saddle
Shoulders. Guaranteed
mothproof. Magnificent
colors. S.M.1.-XL.

First National and Bank
of America Charge Plans

ART MARTINE
Second Floor

Men’s Wear
Corner of

1300/Z4t02e
"Right on Campus"

& San Carlos

We validate all Parking Tickck
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
until 9 p.m.

(":Tnen.,

Vaughn’s announces close-out
prices on all summer sport
coats regardless of previous
price

PEERDALE

Wed. Thurs. and Fri.

C. LEAN JEWELERS SIXTY-ONE YEARS IN SAN JOSE

THE SOUNY San Jo
State Stud; . Band r
Hzz vocalic+. Intereried siudenit
sl,ed io audtlion Su..,day
;a:orrn,tion
,
at ’30 p.m. ir Concert Hi,
stti dents are a -,Ited to contact D.i
’ t professor
c me -7: end director of the Stud": P
. SJS Studio
r d tradiIie nay presents a "Dii c Jazz"
’,pus cnCe. a
yea, Siudio Band also tr-wels to area schoz..,

431285

Only Three Days Leff

218 WILLOW ST.
CY 4-4009

DINNERS

NOW $9.88

SALE
Complete stock of traditional slacks to choose
from
Retail
SI2.95-29.95

5,11,
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ewetel0
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5C 15 00

VAUGHN’S
125 So. 4th St.

. . . tt diamond engagement
and wedding ring set froni our outstanding collection. We have styles to thrill
esuly bride .. . excellent %allies in evcry
price range. Starting at $100

SINCE 1904

292-7611
.411111111116801Alleh,
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Harriers’ Grudge Run
At Stanford Saturday
This is the dual -meet we want
to win the most."
The Spartans are especially
eager to beat the Indians because
last year at Stanford the Spartans were upset 27-28 ilow score
winsi for their only dual -meet
loss over a three-year span.
&IS UNDEFEATED
tipartan harriers have kept tip
tradition this fall, remaining
ndefeated in dual -meet compe’,on.
The key meet will be run over
the 4.0-mile layout on the Stanford Golf Course ("We scheduled
the meet at Stanford again this
year because we want to beat
them on their own course," Smith
says.
For the fifth consecutive week,
./1.
the previous weekend’s meet has
caused a change in the bandits.
!he starting seven runners.
NEFF A BANDIT
Every Mon., Tues.,
Earning a spot on the coet
and Wed.
, !al for his work in last week’s
, ’angular meet victory over Cal
old Santa Barbara is track ace
I,,e Neff.
Filling in for the injured George
All you con eat
Weed, Neff placed sixth for the
-;,,,irtans. Weed, a highly-touted
$1.00
oph, will run against Stanford
!! hough his injured ankle is still
Free parking at Al’s & Earl’s
ing him some trouble.
38 S. 3rd St.
SJS clobbered Stanford in Ow
\ ccilti-team Sacramento State Invitational two weeks ago, but
Smith remembers that SJS also
72 E. Santa Clara Street
beat Stanford in the Invitational
. .0"-eaCesc’.. I.ist season.

Friday Night:

Pool Sharks Encounter Indians in Middle of Difficult Schedule

Saturday’s cross-country meet
is a grudge match!
Spartan coach Mery Smith
wastes no words in saying, "We’ve
been aiming for Stanford all year.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

S

fekts Poq!
SPECIAL

SPAGHETTI

ANGELO’S
b STEAK HOUSE

Looking for
That Man
Or Brut, English Leather, Jade
East, Woodhue, Aphrodisia,
Yardley, Old Spice, Russian
Leather and Elizabeth Arden
for Men?
Tenth St. Pharmacy has all the above
Well known brands in men’s toiletry.
Come in today!

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
294.9131

10th & Santa Cldra

LOWEST
Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

4th & William
13fh & Julian

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Four Locations to Serve You

Puritan Oil Co.
ctraie

-Fh-ito 6/

Heseoewn

PHOTOGENIC STEVESpartan water polo star Steve Hoberg
(45), who seems to end up somewhere in every water polo picture
taken, gets the ball past the Cal goalie in last weekend’s 10-9
loss to the Golden Bears.

NorCal Choice:

Baccaglio Receives
Top Lineman Honor
By JEFF STOCKTON
Daily Sports Editor
SJS defensive end Martin Baccaglio was named Northern California Lineman of the Week Monday by the Northern California
football writers.
Baccaglio won the award for his
performance in the Arizona State
game Saturday night. He recovered a Sun Devil fumble and
ran back an intercepted pass for a
touchdown in what later proved
to be the winning tally.
"Baccaglio has done a good job
all year. He has been our most
consistent defensive performer,"
remarked coach Harry Anderson.
PUNISHING RI’NNERS
Anderson hopes that Baccaglio
;ind the rest of the Spartan defensive crew whb played such a
itrong game against ASU, will be
ready to face the charge of a
punishing University of Arizona
ground attack Saturday night in
Tucson.
The first -year coach believes the
lVildcats boast three strong runners in Brad Hubbert, Jerry
Thompson and Fro Brigham.
If SJS can stop the Wildcats’
ground game, Arizona probably
will go to the air where a vastlyimproved Spartan secondary, led
hy hard-hitting John Travis, will
be waiting for the passes.
Arizona has had offensive trouble this season, especially at quarterback. Anderson feels that if
they are forced into a passing
game, SJS may benefit.

too quick on the outside for us.
We’ll have to get some well-executed offensive line bloeking to
open holes in their line for our
runners," Anderson added.
Dcnnis Parker and Mike Spitzer
are doubtful participants in Satur-

MARTIN BACCAGLIO
lineman of week
day night’s contest. Qtmrterhaek
Ken F3erry, who sparked the Spartans to three first-quarter touchdowns against Arizona State before suffering a concussion. and
lineman Brent Berry, who sat out
the ASU contest, probably will
play in Tucson.

PASSING ATTACK
The Spartans, who didn’t rads
up a first down in the second
half against Arizona State, pro!
ably will use a strong passin
attack, and, in Anderson’s word "try to get a sustained drive at
The S.IS siiccer team will tr>
the start of the game and score."
to get on the winning track toHe also believes SJS can run
against the Wildcats, but not night when they take on another
around the ends. ’They’re much victory-hungry crew, Stanford on
the latter’s field.
Although winless in two NCISC
outings, the Spartans’ lot is really
Entries for the annual "Little not so bad, as both matches ended
500" bicycle race, Nov. 21, are in 1-1 deadlocks.
The Indians, who have lost to
due Friday afternoon, in MG201.
The event is sponsored by both Cal 2-1 and USF 5-1 gave the
the Intramural Sports Department 1964 champion SJS eleven a rough
time last year RS the two teams
and the Inter-Dorm Council.
fought to a 3-3 tie in their NCISC
finale.
Coach Julie Menendez is hoping
that SJS team spirit shown
against Cal Friday will again he
present toni

sAVOIA
By I.
Spartan Dail) staff Writer
Spartan water poloists enter the
second sveek of an unbelievably hard, five -week schedule Friday
night against Stanford.
After that the Spartans meet
UCLA, California and Long Beach
State in that order. All these
schools, along with San Jose, probably will be in the top 10 when
final national collegiate rankings
are released at the end of the year.
Every one of these games except the Cal tilt will be contested
in the Spartan pool, giving the
Spartan fans as good a glimpse
of top-flight water polo as students at any school receive.
BEAT CAI. AND USC
Stanford poses a definite threat
to the Spartans after recording a
10-7 victory over Cal and a 12-10
thumping of USC this season.
Cal and USC have dealt the
Spartans their only collegiate
losses this season, 10-9 and 6-3,
respecthely. The former defeat
came last Friday night.
The only loss for the Indians
whose record rates them as the
No. 1 team in NOrthern California
- was a 7-6 squeaker to UCLA
last weekend. In pre-season polls,

Leagve Leaders
Still Unconquered
Indepenilttil "A ’ grid league
pace-setters, Saces, and Me and
Them, continued in their unbeaten
ways Monday, and it now appears
likely that their clash on Oct. 27
will decide the loop championship.
Butch Enkoji caught 10 passes
from Pat Duggan, one for a touchdown, to lead Saces to a 12-0 triiimph over SAE No. 2, and Lou
Nile fired three scoring strikes
.1 Me and Them’s 21-0 conquest
Blue Flame.
other "A" contests found Red
lorde downing DU No. 2 13-6 on
pair of TD tosses by Mike Riley,
and Kr All -Stars shutting out
:;it; Ep No. 2. 6-0.
In the "B" league battle of the
day, undefeated, untied Air Force
ROTC edged unbeaten. but once
tied, Moulder Hall, 18-13.
Allen Hall, which has also yet
to lose, played to its second
straight 0-0 deadlock, this time
tying Chi Pi Sigma.
Newman Knights and Army
ROTC won by forfeit from the
Matadors and Whisky a Go-Go,
ITS! s ,.t

Bicycle Entries

very important, he cowl,
Team captain Dun Nloore
I "I’t e never semt our grotip of players so mentally high for a game "
but admit led "1’e got a 11;
Harrksl attay by hails "

UCLA was ranked as the nations
best team.
As San Jose Stanford relies
upon a motion offense, capitalizing
on quickness and team swimming
power. led by little Gary Sheerer.
FOUL TROUBLE
A big Spartan difficulty against
California was fouls, with nine
SJS players fouling out, including
three starters in the first half.
Offering a possible explanation
to this abundance of fouls, coach
Lee Walton said, "It is hard for
the players to be mentally’ and
physically keyed for the contest
and not foul while in this anxious
state.
"We’ll have to relax this attitude a little, although it la itself

SALE
1300ES
UP TO 95,10

OFF

Town and Country Village
Stevens Creek & Winchester
Open Evenings and Sunday

ra,Books Inc.fte

A DHAMA IWI’AllTN1ENT

TI(

’DEAD END’
Sidney kingNiey’s

,dy-drania

Act(’ York’s !mod,

Si

Pei

kids

Min. Oct. 22, 23, 27 thrti
College Theatre

Curtail’ 8: 1:;
(;enera I S I .7)0

SJSC Students 75c
BOX OFFICE OPEN 1-5 Iran.

TEL. 2’)I-() I I I

DICK BARRYMOIZE’S
"Willie!’ Spell"
produced and persoludly
narrated by internationally knotcn
ski photographer Dick Ilarrymore

sat)
( kir kiiditoriimi
TtiesdaN, ()et. 26
8:30 p.m.
Tickets: .51.50 ( purchase at Student Affairs Bit-ineOffice or al San

tisk Box I )11i, I

Cly.

DR. CHARLES V.

Kickers Seeking
Spartan
F.
irst League Wm Tonight

Pup-4464f
unlined

SP IsRT AN 11 11X-5

1965

Wednesday, Ortoher

Although the Bear (...ittest ended
in a tie, a mild upset for Cal, the
SJSers showed a tremendouslyimproved offensive attack, taking
15 shots to their opyments’ eight.
Stanford also has a potent offense. Tito Bianchi and two-time
all-conference forward Kamel Kadi
are both accurate shooters.
SJS’ weekly chores will not be
completed with tonight’s game,
however. as they face San Francisco State at Spartan Statinc
Saturday night.
A double-victory for the SI,
tans will set the stage for in
Friday’s meeting with USF, whieh
is expected to be the strongest
challenger for a repeat of SJS’
league championship.

THOMPSON
optometrist
EYES EXAMINED
FASHION EYEWEAR
GLASSES

CONTACT

LENSES

PRESCRIPTIONS

FILLED

REPAIRED

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
32 SOUTH FIRST STREET
293-5026

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SJS
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

ONLYW1:111E COMMUTER WITH THE EXTRA ENGINE!

I

LOS ANGELES $13q9comivi’u----_, mouRRT

1

99c
and up

lined

$1.59
.-

and up

S. J. S.
license plate
holders
$2.25
a pair

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

ER

ScATINC

Wednesday. ()ember ’20, 1963
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ASB Schedules Interviews
I

,

YES

Senate Eyes
Reapportion
Measure

If you are plann:ng to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOW -PAY LATER
Air fares, r New York
Philadelph,

$217.65
217.65
233.00
249.50
168.72
200.00

Washington, D.C.
Boston
Chicago
HonclLiu

Interviews am scheduled for 2 ASII !lumen Relations Commis, in. today at the College Union sion.
,eleot two members for the to study problems involvink communication and personal relationships affecting the welfare of SJS
students.
A chairman arid treasurer for
Miss Jackie Zimmerman. SJS the ASB Social Affairs Committee will he chosen when interviews
,.riiiluate now working for Madeare held tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the
:noiselle magazine, will be on cam- 1:’ollege Union. The Social Affairs
pus today to interview sophomore, rommittee provides activities for
students:
junior and senior girls interested
The ASB Awards Board will sein the Mademoiselle Campus Marlect four members through interketing Program and College Com- .
views held Friday at 2 p.m. in the
tism it ions.
College Union.
Interested students should conThe Awards Board grants recogtact Margaret Keller, student nition for outstanding service to
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - A replacement interviewer in the Place- the college in areas subsidized by luctant Senate today considered
Center, ADIVI234.
ASB funds.
an historic bill to shift control
of the legislature to southern California and urban areas of the
SAN JOSE PAINT
state by basing the geographically
112 S. 2nd Street at San Fernando
1 0 6:1
drawn upper chamber on population.
Senate leader Hugh M. Burns,
D-Fresno, who has served in the
Senate since 1943, introduced the
hill Monday and predicted it would
he passed by Friday.
... Steve Allen (almost)
He said he did so "with the
greatest reluctance that I have
ever presented a bill i n this
$3.95
house." The bill became SB6--the
Reg. $4.95 & $5.95
sixth bill in a special session that
Heavy cotton made to last 8 semesters
or 4 years. Washable! 3 huge pockets.
started Sept. 20.
Small, medium, large, extra large.
The bill would move 14 seats to
light
pthalocyanine
Payne’s GRAY,
10 southern counties and give them
GREEN. chromium oxide GREEN, ultra23 votes in the 40 member upper
marMe BLUE burnt umber TAN.
chamber, enough for control. They
now have nine senators and 47
AN JOSE PAINT
assemblymen in the 80-member
AND WALLPAPER CO.
lower house, also enough for a
voting edge.
’^’’’11/11111^111111111.1111111111111111.11.
Free Parking
Sen. Stephen P. Teale, D-West
Point, reapportionment committee
chairman. said the measure was
tuned "lie a fine violin." He said
he would resist any changes.

Interviews Today

All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage

"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"

We have block space via
TWA and A.A.L. Jets departing Dec. 18, 9 a.m. to
New York and Chicago.
Return any day.
SPACE LIMITED

tulUt%

"Smock

Smock"

Artists’ Smocks

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED

297-8000
Don Davis
Son Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jose

Spartan Daily Classifieds

IMMEDIATELY. Several openings for stu LANE APT VACANCY, New I bdrin. 2
i’,,,fect for 3 students.
tr apply 8-15 hrs. per wk.
J
Full supervipon & framing. A
Inar 4442.
WOULD ANYONE WHO SAW THE
il
,,ni,hed. Spec. scholarsh
DON’T
COMMUTE
GIRLS. Need 1 or 2
ACCIDENT AT THE CORNER OF 4th
.e who qualify. Com,
.
350 S. lOth
& WILLIAMS FRI. OCT.
1965 PLEASE
. $60 or more wee/ ,
CALL 295-8094.
C ! 166 4745 f r JUST OFF CAMPUS. 2 bdrrn. apt. Re35G S. i0+1,. 293-4955.
:
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE. E,E
taral===
ALPHA ETA SIGMA
BLACK PORTFOLIO W/NOTES & TEXTS
’TEN = ms, kitchen privileges. Single LOST.
. ,site ToachIn. Cal; 322-8157.
^ne 295.5305.
qnrere
rt. 71.,
FOUND: I.
s
WINTER SPELL
JPN APT,
& 2 Bdrrn. Fnr 3 & 4. $9
i WW/cpt. Drps. /sty
.PERSONALS’ (71
_ _
ANNOUNCEMIDITS fit

1111===111111

UN AM) HOUSE. Female Students. 12,
’
5th. 286 4331.

AUTOMOTIVE (21
6. C

’58 VW. I .
’al Vw SEDAN.

,1 rd

’54 AUSTIN HEALEY

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERmisru-ra BY REGISTERED ELECTROLrr Mrs. A.
Nentelle. No
OC,1STS ’
244 4449

FURN STUDIO APT. 74 S. 8th, $80 rn

SERVICES NIL

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. SI,,,,,
560 S.
,
i. 1 bedr-..rr
769 9304

TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose.
258 4335
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
Carlos.
SPECIAL KA STUDENTS. Boys or girls.
Sewing. fitting. designing and tailoring.
292 7861.
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
Phone 294 3772, 9.6.
TYPING. Ckarie per page. Spell., etc.
,orrected. Phone 292-2346.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced and
-nnte. Call 259-4710.
TYPING. Electric typewriter. Sunnyvele
. ,5.7999
TYPING IN MY- HOME. Experienced
L..1, Cull 259-4710.
i’

NEW. BIG, QUIET! Unappd. apts. 2
ocirm F
W s rd,rk. soundproofing.
$40 $130 Cd, h. 148 E. Williams at 4th.
be,’
or
$1275
1297-0518.

’64 SPRITE.

YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN
WISHES TO SHARE 2 BDRM. W/SAME.
19.1 9215.

’63 VW
RENAULT DAUPtlitif

’56 FORD ,
’58 CHEV. CONVERT.
’63 HONDA. r
’56 CHFV CONVERT t
’53 FORD

.

’

SPEED, CUSTOM EQUIP. I
ONE WEEK SPEc;,r,

3 BDRM. HOUSE.
t
Kr+. $15U me,
c,. Pear Srchc 350 N. 7th. 295 2794.
?
p5ref. (Upstairl

RESORT PROPERTY FOR SALE
To buy, sell, rent or
announce an ythirla.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank

SKI C.y--,TE-IES.

HELP WANTED (41
FXPER. PART-TIME WAITER OYIR 2 1

f,mn
OUR I k
6,rdle
par hr. in commissions taking ordeFaller brdsh & delivering. Have
in Cambrian Park. Campbell, Los Gatos.
& Severna/. 269.8010.
BOARD AND SALARY FOR
2b6-0883.
MAI
NMI

r",P FEMALE, FULL OR PART
’’
High
1 Mr. r"
266.5650 or I

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSiFIFDS,
1205, Sat. lose State
College, San lose 14,

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or shed, Make check out to
Soarten Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294.6414. Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two ones
One time
2 lines

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a !me
$1.00
$1.50

Five times
20c a line
$2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount tor
each additional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

,,t
A.

. A .

7 r

Yr, .. help. 16.20 hrs
nor wk. Comm
44oly Rm. I, 510
E

RELIEF POS. FOR MALE STUDENT.
Appro.. $100 mo. to relieve house mgr.
To superv,se sir employable adult re
indepen. in
forded young men to
community. Contact Mrs. Hobbs 197
I .Erol.rd e mo. one night a
61A7 1.1
i & 17
.n._
WINTER SPELL.

announcements.

Alts,. Marsha
Hunt, movie-TV actress, as guest
speaker.

U.N. Talk Set

"From U.N. to World Government" will be discussed by Dr.
Dwight W. Allen. Stanford University professor and chairman of
the National Baha’i Committee on
Education, at the Baha’i College
Club meeting tomorrow night,
The meeting, which is open to
Sponsored by the U.N. Asso- all interested students, begirts at
226, regular meeting and faculty
ciation of Santa Clara Valley, the 7:30 in Cafeteria A.
executive board skit.
Society for the Advancement of
Management (SAM), 6:30 p.m.,
Ste. Claire Hotel, meeting to be
held before the regular SAM meeting.
Semper Fidells Society, 7:30
p.m., Home Ec.2, all persons interested in this Marine Corps Society are welcome to attend.

In Person "I Spy"

BILL COSBY

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and B, smoker.

San Jose Civic Auditorium

Spartan (Morel, 7 p.m., CH160,
regular meeting.

8:30 p.m.
Friday. Oct. 29
Tickets $2.50 3.50 4.50

Industrial Relations Club, 7 p.m.,
Garden C’ity Hofbrau, 51 S. Market St., guest speaker, Marsh
Campbell, director of Industrial
Relations, Shell Oil Company,
Martinez, Calif.

at: San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos
Tickets also on sale at Spartan Music

TOMORIIMY
Arnold Air Society, 7 p.m., Home
Ec.5. exchange with Angel Flight.
Spartan Christian Fellowship
Inter-varsityi. 8 p.m., Memorial
Chapel, regular meeting.

CONVERTIBLE TOPS

Angel Flight, 6:30 p.m., CH163,
regular meeting.
KIS William Lowell Putnam
Mathematical Competition Team,
7:30 pan., room 223, MacQuartie
Hall 1MH223
HMO, 7:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.,
Newman Center, guest speaker
Rabbi Joseph Glaser, chief rabbi
at Camp Saratoga.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m . ED414,
regular meeting.
Btshit’l College Club, 7:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria f icu I I y lounge, gi lest
speaker.
Student California Teachers’ Association, 4 p.m., BBQ pits in hack
of wornen’s gym.
hi, 7 p.m., J208.
sigma Delta
regular meet

Tau Delta Phi’s, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, semesterly
smoker will be held tonight at 7:30
in the faculty dining mom of the
Spartan Cafeteria, Rex Mayers,
Tau Delt Master of Entrance,
stated yesterday.
A student with 30 units taken at
SJS and a 3.0 cumulative grade FRIDAY
point average is qualified to join,
Colleso ( lob, 8 pm.,
Mayers added. "All eligible stu- San Fernand.,
\ pt. 12, regular
dents are invited," Mayers noted. meet ing.
Those who cannot attend tonight
are invited to attend an alternate
meeting tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. in
E132.
Tau Delia Phi is 50 years old
and the oldest scholastic honorary
society on campus, Mayers said.

All Foreign and American Makes

Fiber

SEAT
COVERS

Plastic

HEAD RESTS
we Repair All

1

695

2495

Installed

Installed

1049set

kilo) Upholstery
Save up to .-;11%! Stop in for your FREE

DISCOUNT CARD

1

,-’..1) ’’’’’),-)etl)..Attio ._())/(we
3rd &

CY 2-3567

Qualify?
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
IF YOU’RE BETWEEN 15 & 35
Call YOU

Blood Drive

Now available tor the first time, a life insurance policy that guarantees you the privilege to purchase more insurance later in life without an
increase in cost due to age or physical condition-This is the most
discussed inswance plan AMCIIC3 today....
By appointment only ... call or write:
WILLIAM WASSERMAN &

770 Welch Road

ASSOCIATES/INSURANCE CONSULTANTS
Palo Alto

Telephone 327 5881

brisk, bracing
the original

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00

spice -fresh lotion! 1.25
,
lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never stickyl 1.00

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Una)

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
D Help Wanted (4)
[1 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
LI Personals (7)
SeMces (8)
Transportation (9)
Name

Oa (Spice

Run Ad
Starting Date

"I"

Address
(No of days) Enclose S

I

San Salvador

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

n

MEN

Cerelss Francais, 3:30 p.m.,
All foreign ’,indent, 011.
11.1
ED112, all members going on a
bicycle ride this weekend shoukl to attend the Ilth Annual U.N.
Dinner at Lou’s Village tonight
attend.
Cortunittee (SAM), at 7.
6:30 p.m., Ste. Claire Hotel, comInterested students should conmittee to meet before regular tact the International Student
SAM meeting.
Center, 285 S. Market St., or call
Democratic (’Iub, 3 p.m., Cafe- 2.95-1412.
teria, organizational meeting.
Diana Wallace, last year’s intlail-0-Kuntaitisia (Hawaiian ternational student queen, will be
Clubl, 7 p.m., M250, regular meet- a special hostess for foreign stuing, plans for the year will be dents. This year’s queen, Katherine
Gittings,
will
introduce
discussed.
Sigma Nu Alpha, 3:30 p.m., CH- guests.

Cell at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Deily
10:30-3:30

GIRL ROOMMATE. Nr. SJS st idiurn.
.
2 bdrrn. Pool. 292 -

MALE ROOMMATE. NEEDED. Soo m
--------

060M.
GIRL.

Tau Delts Hold
Meeting Tonight

The committee in charge of the
annual Red Cross Blood Drive at
f’
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Mr.d
SJS, seheduled to be held Wednesem 2 bdrrn. apt. Share vr/2 others. 635
day, Nov. 10, will hold its first
1 I ih #3, 298 7550 or 293 3391,
orientation meting today at 4 p.m.
ROOMS: Sol. $40 rnn. Share $34
in ADM229, according to Ernesto
?
8, lvvrn. priv. 167 E. St. John. 2i’
Ortega, blood drive chairman,
kr 9
A Red Cross representative will
PINK DIAMOND APTS. 686 S. 8th. Ilr
speak about the drive at the meetC_
.turnps for prrsr,
Payment of rent. See Mgr. apt. 19
ing.
-sf,nr t.ikes it. M WSat,Sun.
The drive is jointly sponsored
19)
TRANSPORTATION
ROOMMATE WANTED. 30 days free
each year by the campus Air Force
No deposit. No clean. chg. 1/2 blk.
RIDERS WANTED OR FORM CAR ROTC and the Red Cross.
r. m- . Ph. 295 2917.
POOL FROM FREMONT AREA. 797ROOM & BOARD. (app.
,,
W/011,
&
r..
L.,.
To place en ed:
ornfo.,red. 177 S. 12th. 295.9619.

FOR SALE (3)

U.N. Dinner Tonight

Spartaguide
TODAY
undergraduate
PI Alpha Nu
public relations society), 7 p.m.,
315, E:. San Fernando St., Apt. 19,
regular meeting.
Theta sigma Phi, 6:15 p.m.,
.1208, guest speaker

SHAVI

10T"’

I-1 L.J LTO N

Phone

eid&ke...with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

t,
a

